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1 - STORAGE RINGS

The layout of the machine is shown in Fig. 1. The two rings cross in
the horizontal plane in two points and have a symmetry axis so that  the two
interaction regions have the same magnetic structure and the same optical
functions.  Two different experiments can be used alternatively at the
maximum luminosity or at the same time with a reduction of a factor ~ √2, at
least, on the luminosity. Each ring consists of two parts: an inner one named
"short" hereafter and an outer one named "long", which are symmetric and
have a very similar structure.

The storage ring lattice can be divided in three regions: the low-β
insertions, the achromats and the zero dispersion regions.

The lattice of the achromat is a four-period modified Chasman-Green1)

type. This kind of lattice is commonly used for low emittance, high periodicity
machines and its main limitation comes from the chromaticity correction
which, because of the small value of the dispersion function, requires strong
sextupoles and consequently produces rather small dynamic apertures.  In our
case this is however not a serious problem because the periodicity is only 4,
the lattice is tuned for high emittance and the dispersion is therefore
comparatively high.

To increase the radiated energy per turn, a 2 m long, 1.9 T normal-
conducting wiggler is incorporated into each achromat. Because the wiggler is
in a high dispersion region a rather large emittance of 10-6 m-rad is obtained.
The emittance value can be adjusted by tuning the dispersion function in the
wiggler region.

For the wigglers normal conducting magnets are used to avoid the
strong field non linearities created by short bending radius superconducting
devices. According to our experience it is instead rather easy  task to achieve a
very good field quality in a normal wiggler by making the poles wide enough
and by shimming.
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Fig. 1 - Storage rings magnetic layout.
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The non dispersive regions in between the achromats are different for
the short and the long section. They provide space for injection, RF cavity,
diagnostics, etc. and allow a good flexibility in changing the tunes of the
machine.

Different computer codes: LEDA2), MAD3), NOLISY4) have been used to
design  the storage ring. Table I  reproduces the output of the LEDA code with
the list of the lattice elements. The element names are given for the electron
ring starting from the interaction point IP1 and moving clockwise in the short
section.

2 - BEAM OPTICS

2. 1 - Low-β insertion

The low-β insertion is one of the most crucial parts of the Φ-Factory
design because of the constraints imposed by the experimental apparatus and
by the horizontal separation required at a short distance from the interaction
point (IP) because of the short bunch-to-bunch longitudinal distance Lb.

The experimental apparatus, not yet completely defined, has of course
to cover the largest possible solid angle; a solenoidal field of ≈ .5 ÷ 1. kG over a
length of approximately 5 meters on each side of the IP is also required. The
beam trajectory will be actively shielded from solenoidal field, with the
exception of ± 0.5 m around the IP where the vacuum chamber wall must be
very thin and no active or passive shield can be used.

The most serious constraint posed by the experimental apparatus on
the design of the low-β insertion is the requirement of a large unencumbered
solid angle around the IP. A tentative agreement has been reached with the
users on a low-β insertion confined to a cone of half-aperture angle θ = 8.5o,
over a length of ± 5 m from the IP. The distance of the first quadrupole from
the IP is  43.3 cm and the quadrupole maximum outer diameter ØQ is given by:

ØQ   = 2 . tan (8.5o) . 43.3  cm  = 12.9  cm

The relevant parameters for this section are as follows:

κβ = 
βy
βx

  = .01        βy = 4.5 cm        βx = 4.5 m

The  low-β  insertion  consists  of  a  quadrupole triplet followed  by a
long  drift  (Ld = 3.5 m)  and  a  special designed split field magnet. The β-
functions in this region are shown in Fig. 2. Let us point out that the first
quadrupole is rather weak and focussing in the horizontal plane. This provides
better control over the β functions and keeps the horizontal beam size small
inside the quadrupole triplet and along the rest of the insertion.
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Fig. 2 - β-functions in the low-β insertion.

The total length of the insertion is ~ 13 m, much smaller than that re-
quired for the vertical separated rings adopted in the previous design(5). Let us
point out that the low-β insertions give the largest contribution to the ring
chromaticity:

                           low-β insertions              complete ring

ξx   -1.12  - 4.76
ξy -10.32 -17.76

Due to the crossing angle the two beams pass off axis inside the
quadrupoles and horizontal dispersion is created. The half separation ∆x be-
tween the two beams in the low-β insertion follows the trajectory plotted in
Fig. 3. In Fig. 4 the horizontal and vertical beam sizes in the same region are
plotted.

The parameter ∆x and  the horizontal beam size are given in Table II
at the parasitic crossing points for a frequency of 380.44 MHz, that corre-
sponds to the harmonic number  h = 120.
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Fig. 3 -  Half-separation ∆X  in the low-β insertion.

Fig. 4 -  Horizontal and vertical r.m.s. beam sizes along the low-β insertion.
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Fig. 5 - Optical functions for 1/2 of the short section of the ring.
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Fig. 6 - Optical functions for 1/2 of the long section of the ring.
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The aperture of the first three quadrupoles has to allow for good beam
lifetime, moreover the beam separation and at the same time the outer di-
mensions are restricted by the experimental apparatus. In Table III the
maximum allowable outer diameter, the horizontal beam size and the half
separation ∆x between the beam centers  are given at the entrance of each
quadrupole. The mechanical design of these quadrupoles, is still under study;
at the moment the most likely solution foresees the use of  permanent
magnets.

2. 2 - The achromats

The low-β insertion is  connected to the main arcs by a matching
section consisting of a long drift and two quadrupoles. The length of the drift
(Ld = 1.8 m) is chosen in order to have a good separation between the first
quadrupoles of the two rings. In this section, at π/2 horizontal betatron phase
advance from the IP, there is room for the crab-cavity if necessary. In this
region there is a dispersion created by the low β quadrupoles and by the split
field magnet, which has opposite sign in the short and long parts of the ring.
This makes the achromat slightly asymmetric.

Moreover the two dipoles of the achromat do not have the same
bending angle: the angle of the dipole nearer to the low-β insertion is exactly
π/4, while the other one is lengthened (shortened) in the long (short) arc to
compensate the total angle due to the crossing, the low-β triplet and the
separator magnet. In this way we get a good separation H between the two
rings without increasing the circumference (H=1.5 m at the entrance of the
bending nearer to the low-β insertion and larger in the rest of the ring).

The optical functions of the ring from the IP to the symmetry point are
shown in Figs 5, 6 respectively for the short and long section. In Table IV the
MAD output for the half ring optical functions (short + long) is given. A
complete parameter list is given in Table V. The dispersion and the horizontal
β-function in the wiggler magnet are adjusted in order to have the required
emittance, the contribution of the bending magnets to the emittance is
negligible. The value of the vertical β-function in the wiggler is the eigenvalue
of the wiggler transport matrix. The optical functions are quite smooth and the
relative chromaticity  in the achromats is ~ 1.

2. 3 - The zero dispersion insertions

The value of the horizontal betatron number in the achromats (more
precisely between the centers of the two extreme dipoles) is fixed by the con-
dition of having zero dispersion, therefore all the flexibility in changing the
tunes is obtained in the zero dispersion insertions.

That's why in this version of the lattice we have used only 2
quadrupoles in the  matching region and 6 (8) in the short (long) insertions.

The short insertion has a 2.6 m long drift space with rather small βx
suitable for the RF cavity. The long insertion has space for injection septum
and kickers, diagnostics and also free space for future developments.
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3 - DYNAMIC APERTURE

The main problem when correcting the chromaticity, is that the  non
linear sextupolar fields needed bring to a strong reduction of the beam stability
area. In general, the higher the chromaticity to be corrected the smaller is the
dynamic aperture. In practice, in presence of many sextupole families, the
quickest way to determine the maximum amplitude for stable particles is to
track them for many turns in the machine, and study the behaviour of their
trajectories and their tune values for different sextupole configurations.

For our machine, the study of the dynamic aperture with the computer
code Patricia has been performed6). The lattice has a low horizontal chromatic-
ity (ξx = -4.76), but a high vertical one (ξy = -17.76), due to the strong
quadrupole triplet in the low-β region. The strong sextupoles needed to correct
the chromaticity are indeed the main limiting effects on the dynamic aperture.
Two families have been used to this purpose, equal in the "short" and "long"
achromats, even though the β-functions are slightly different.

The position of the chosen working point in the tune diagram (see Fig.
7), where resonance lines up to the sixth order are shown, being far from the
main dangerous resonances, is very favourable. We then expect  that tune shift
effects will not have serious consequences on the beam stability.

 

Fig. 7 - Tune diagram showing the lattice working point.
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With the two families configuration, the tunes behaviour as a function
of the particle momentum deviation ∆p/p and of the particle amplitude in
number of sigmas is shown in Figs 8, 9, 10, where only the fractional part of
the tunes is plotted. As a consequence of the flatness of the tunes behaviour
vs. ∆p/p, (-.02 in x plane and +.01 in y), no more sextupole families have been
added in the achromats. Anyway to check the momentum acceptance of the
lattice and ensure a good Touschek lifetime, a careful study of the dynamic
aperture for off-momentum particles is needed.

    

Fig. 8-  Fractional part of horizontal and vertical tunes vs. ∆p/p.

To correct the tune-shift for particles with large oscillation amplitudes,
a hard work of sextupoles optimization in the dispersion free regions has been
performed. Being the lattice quite compact, the space available for the
sextupoles is not large, since the regions from the low-β insertions to the
septa must be kept free. As a consequence of that, a sextupole family has been
inserted also in the drift where probably an injection kicker will be installed. In
this case a further study of the particle trajectories at the injection, with the
sextupole on, has to be done.

The first configuration giving a satisfactory dynamic aperture in both
planes is shown in Table VI, where the gradient G in the last column is cal-
culated for .1 m long sextupoles. In Figs 9, 10 are plotted the tune behaviour
as a function of the particle amplitude in number of sigma for this sextupole
configuration.
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Fig. 9 -  Fractional part of the horizontal tune vs. amplitude (off coupling).

Fig. 10 -  Fractional part of the vertical tune vs. amplitude (full coupling).
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Fig. 11 -  Dynamic aperture for on-momentum particles.

Fig. 12 -  Dynamic aperture for off-momentum particles.
SOLID LINE:      ∆p/p = 0.
DASHED LINE:       ∆p/p = -.5%
DOT-DASHED LINE: ∆p/p = +.5%
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The resulting aperture, computed at the IP, ranges from -24 mm (12 σx)
to +31 mm (16 σx) in horizontal (off coupling) and from 0. to 1.5 mm (11 σy) in
vertical (full coupling), and it is shown in Fig. 11. Quantum lifetime aperture
requests are well fitted in this area.

With the same configuration, in Fig. 12 is reported the dynamic
aperture for off-momentum particles, for a deviation ∆p/p= -.5% (dashed line)
and ∆p/p = +.5% (dot-dashed line), plotted for comparison on the unperturbed
one (solid line). Since the reduction of the stable area is not very large, we
expect to have good beam lifetimes as predicted by the tunes behaviour.

Finally, it is possible to improve the chromaticity correction, and then
the dynamic aperture, changing the β-functions in the achromats, where they
are now not much separated. This work is still in progress.

4 - INJECTION APERTURE

For injection it is foreseen to implement a conventional full energy
scheme based on a  thin septum and a fast closed orbit bump produced by four
kicker magnets in the horizontal plane.

Injection parameters are still under study, anyway we can give an
estimate of the required apertures based on simple assumptions.

We assume Dx = 0. and αx = 0. at the injection septum. The aperture A
required to accommodate the injected beam is given by (see Fig. 13):

A = R2 / β = (d + ∆s + 2 εi βi    )2 / β

where:

εi emittance of the incoming beam

βi β-function of the incoming beam

β β-function at the injection point in the ring

∆s septum thickness
d septum - bumped c.o. xb distance.

We assume d = 4σx = 4√εβ, where ε is the emittance of the stored
beam: ε = 10-6 m rad. Neglecting the septum thikness:

A =  ( 4 ε + 2 εi βi/ β ) 2
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Fig. 13 -  Horizontal phase space at injection point.

To estimate the required aperture we take a typical value of emittance
from a positron linac:

εi = 10-5  m rad

βi/β = .5 nearly the optimum value for our case7, 8),

getting:
A = 7 10-5 m rad.

In case of injection from a damping ring, as it turns out to be the most
convenient option, the emittance of the injected beam is much smaller, e.g. εi

= 2 10-7 m rad, and we get:

A = 2 10-5 m rad.

With this value we are well inside the dynamic aperture also for off

energy particles. This is a strong argument in favour of the use of a damping

ring instead of direct linac injection.

The horizontal and vertical r.m.s. beam size are shown in Fig. 14  for the
following  characteristic parameters:

εx  = 2 10-5  m rad
εy  = 10-6 m rad
∆p/p  = .5%

The required error closed orbit allowance on the aperture can be of a
few millimiters only.
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Fig. 14 -  Horizontal and vertical r.m.s. beam sizes for:
εx = 2 10-5, εy = 10-6, ∆p/p=5 10-3.
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TABLE I - LEDA output
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TABLE II

S(m) σx (mm) ∆x (mm)

1 .39 2.12 3.94

2 .79 1.65 6.73

3 1.18 2.08 14.4

4 1.58 2.45 20.3

5 1.97 2.37 22.7

TABLE III

ØQQQQ(mm) σx(mm) ∆x(mm)

QF1A (QF1B,QF1C,QF1D) 129.4 2.12 4.33

QD2A (QD2B,QD2C,QD2D) 222.1 1.73 6.42

QF3A (QF3B,QF3C,QF3D) 362.6 2.15 15.24
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TABLE IV - Optical functions - MAD output
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TABLE V- Parameter list

Energy  (MeV)                    510.  
Circumference (m) 94.56 βy  @ IP (m)                 .045
Dipole b. radius (m)        1.400 βx  @ IP (m)                   4.5    

 Wiggler b. radius(m) 0.9 κβ  .01
 Wiggler length (m) 2.0 

Wiggler period (m) 0.5

Horizontal   β-tune           4.12 σy  @ IP (mm)                .021
Vertical      β-tune          6.10 σx  @ IP (mm)                  2.11

Natural chromaticities:
Horizontal              -4.8 Crossing half angle (mrad) 10.0
Vertical             -17.8

Damping times (msec):
Mom. compaction             .0068      τs 11.6

I2  (m-1)  14.4 τx 24.0
    I3

  (m-2) 14.2 τy   23.4

Energy loss/turn  (KeV) : 
      Bend. magnets                  4.27 FRF (MHz) 380.44
    Wigglers 9.41  Harmonic number                120

   Septa  .057  Max. Ner Part./bunch      9.1010

Low β q-poles                   .011 Ner  of bunches             1 ÷ 120
_____ VRF (KV) @ Z/n = 2 Ω        241          

    Total 13.75                 @ Z/n = 1 Ω       122

Par. losses  (KeV/Ω)             4.0
                   Bunch length  σz (cm)           3.0

 Nat. emit. (m-rad) :      .95  10-6 Bunch peak curr. (A)       57
Max. av. curr./bunch(mA)      46

 Relative rms en. spread 4.31 10-4 Max. total av.curr.(A)      5.5

                                                    Max.synch.power/beam(KW) 75.6
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TABLE VI - Sextupoles configuration


